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1. Introduction

In this paper we are interested in studying an estimation of the codimension

of Jacobian ideals in a formal power series ring over a field of characteristic 0,

and as an application we shall obtain a criterion on the (Rn) conditions for com-

plete intersections.

Let R be an excellent regular local ring containing Q and let A be a factor ring

Rjl oϊR where / is generated by a regular sequence {/i,/2,...,/r}. Recall that A

satisfies Serre's condition (Rn) if and only if Ap is regular for any peSpec(JR)

with ht(p)£Ξn, or A is non-singular in codimension n. In particular, A is reduced

if and only if A satisfies (Ro), and normal if and only if A satisfies (Rt)9 for A is

automatically Cohen-Macaulay and so satisfies ( S J and (S2). It is clear that

after a field extension a generic choice of generators of /, say gί9 # 2 , . . , gr> have

the property that R/(gu #2> > 9r-d satisfies (Rn+i) if A satisfies (Rn). We will

prove in Theorem (3.1) that such generators can be chosen without any field

extension. More precisely, we can take gi=fi + niιi+1fi+1-\ VnUrfr where

nUj (1 <Ξ i < 7 5 r̂) are integers.

The important ground for proving this theorem exists in the evaluation of the

height of Jacobian ideals, which will be discussed in section 2 and the main result

will be stated in Theorem (2.1).

Our method depends crucially on the good behavior of derivations and on

the Jacobian criterion for regularity, the validity of which is admitted only in case

of characteristic 0. Therefore we naturally assume in this paper that every ring

contains the field Q of rational numbers.

2. Codimension of Jacobian ideals

In this section we always denote R = k[[Xl9 X2,..., χ

mY\ where k is a field

of characteristic 0. If/Ί, / 2,..., fr are non-units in R and 1 ̂  s ̂  r, then we denote

by Λί/iίΛv j/r) the ideal generated by all the sxs minors of the Jacobian

matrix (dfJdXj)^^ lίkjύm.

For the present we concentrate upon the subject — how to estimate the

height of Js(fi ,f2> ->fr) The main fact is the following
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THEOREM(2.1) ht(J//1,/2,...J/r))^ht((Js(/ l5/2,...,/Λ/1,..,/s))-5 + l.

Here it should be noted that the unit ideal R has infinite height.

REMARK. By KrulΓs principal ideal theorem it is obvious that

/2,...,/r)) ^ ht((Js(fuf29...,/r),Λ,...,/s)) - 5.

PROOF. For simplicity we denote Λ(/i>/2> >/r) by J. We may consider

only the case s<ht(J,/1,/2,...,/s)<oo. Suppose that ht(J)=ht(J,/1,/2,

...,fs) — s. Then there would exist a prime ideal p which contains J such that

ht(p)=ht(J, fu /2,..., /J-s . Since ht((J, /1?...,/f) + p/p)^s^dim(R)-ht (J,

fί,...,fs) + s = dim(R/p), there would be another prime ideal φ which contains

(J,fι,".Js) + V and ht(Sβ/p) = s. Now let S be the SβR^-siάic completion of

R% and let K be a coefficient field of S. Notice that dim (S/pS) = s and S/pS is

reduced because of the excellence of R. If we denote the total quotient ring of

S/pS by L, then there is an 5-module homomorphism ψ of Dk(S) to Dκ(S/pS)®sL

so that the following diagram is commutative:

S • S/pS

JU Dκ(SlpS)®sL,

where Dk(S) (resp. Dκ(S/pS)) denotes the universally finite module of differentials

of S (resp. SjpS) over fc (resp. K) and dk (resp. dκ) is the universal derivation of

S (resp. S/pS) over fc (resp. K). (For the definition see [3].) Thus we obtain a

mapping Λsφ: ΛsDk(S)-+Λs(Dκ(SlpS)®sL).

Now we shall prove that {/i,/2,...,/5} never forms a system of parameters

of S/pS. (Recall that dim (S/pS) = s.) In fact, if it was a system of parameters,

then S/pS would be a finite extension of the formal power series ring T: = K[[mfl9

/ 2 , . . , ,/J] and hence DK(S/pS)®sL=^s

i=iLdKfi. Note that the J^-derivation

djdfi on Tcan be extended to the X-derivation on L. Denote it by δ{ ( l ^ ί ^ s ) .

Then ψ could be given by the following equality:

Φ(dkx)=Σϊ=i(δix)dκfί (xeS).

In particular, (yi5^)(ίίΛ/1yld fe/2yl ylίifc/s)

^diftΛdgftΛ-Λdgf.ΦO.

On the other hand since p => J, the following holds:
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Therefore we have (Λsφ) {dkf1Adkf2A-- Άdkfs) = 0. This contradiction shows that
{/uΛv J J does not generate a parameter ideal of S/pS.

Hence we have 5>ht(((/1,/2,...,/ s) + p)S/p5) = ht((/1,...,/s) + p/p) = ht((/,
/i> ..,/s) + p/p) and finally we get the inequality: ht((J,/ l v . . ,/ s ) + p)<s + ht(p).
This contradicts the choice of p.

REMARK (2.2) Let s = r = 1 in Theorem (2.1). Then the theorem shows that
ht(/, df/dXί9 dfldX29..., dfldXm) = ht(dfldXi9...9 df/dXJ for any non-unit / of
R. This is rather well known since/is always integral over (df/dXi9 df/dX29...9

df/dXm) by [4; Satz (5.2)]. Thus Theorem (2.1) can be considered as a kind of
generalization of [4; Satz (5.2)].

LEMMA (2.3) Let R as above and letfufl9...9fr be non-units of R such that
ht(/1,/2,...,/ r) = s. Then the following conditions are equivalent.

(a) RI(f1J2,...Jr) satisfies (Rn).
(b) ht((Js(fίJ29...Jr)JίJ29...Jr)l(f1J2,...Jr)) ^ n + 1.

PROOF. This is clear from the Jacobian criterion for regularity: For a
prime ideal 9β of R, (Rl(fι,f2,...,fr))% is regular if and only if rank((3/f/

= s. (See [2; (29.A)].)

Combining Theorem (2.1) with this lemma we have the following

COROLLARY (2.4) Let R as above and let fl9f2,...,fr be a regular sequence
ofR. IfRKfufii -Jr) satisfies (Rn) for some n^O, then ht(Jr(fί9f29...,fr))^
n + 2.

PROOF. By the previous lemma the inequality:

ht(JXfuf2,...Jr)JlJ2,.~Jr) ^ Π + Γ + 1

holds and the consequence is obvious from Theorem (2.1).

Corollary (2.5) gives some additional information as a special case of
corollary (2.4).

COROLLARY (2.5) Let R and fuf29...,fr be as in Corollary (2.4). //
Rl(fi,f29'"9fr) is an isolated singularity, then

PROOF. Applying Corollary (2.4) in case n = dim CR/C/Ί, f 2 , . . . , fr)) -1 =
m - r - 1 , we obtain ht(J r(/1,/2,...,/Γ))^m — r + 1 . On the other hand since
(dfJdXj^j is a matrix of size r x m, [1 §6 Theorem 3] shows ht {JXfufi^
m — r + 1 .
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3. (Rn) conditions for complete intersections

The purpose of this section is to prove the following

THEOREM (3.1) Let R be an excellent regular local ring containing Q
and let fuf2,...,fr be a regular sequence of R. Assume that -R/(/i,/2,. .,/r)
satisfies (Rn) for some n^O. Then there exist integers n2, n3,...,nr such that

3,...,fr.ί + nrfr) satisfies (Rn+1).

COROLLARY (3.2) Let R be as above and let I be an ideal of R generated
by a regular sequence. If Rjl satisfies (Rn) for some n^.0, then there exists a
minimal generating set fί,f29...,fr of I such that each Ai: = RI(fl9f29...9fr-i)
satisfies (Rn+i). In particular if Ao is reduced, then A1 is normal. If Ao is an
isolated singularity, then so is any At.

REMARK (3.3) In order to improve (Rn) conditions it is necessary to replace
fι with fi + ni+ίfi+ί as in Theorem (3.1). For instance let I = (XY, ZW)cR =
k[[X9 Y, Z, WJ]. Then R/I is reduced, hence satisfies (Ro). Although R/(XY)
does not satisfy (RJ, R/(XY+ZW) is certainly normal. Also remark that the
same example shows that Theorem (3.1) fails provided char(fc)>0. (Take
char (lc) = 25/1 = i y and f2 = XY+ZW.)

The following lemma will be necessary to prove Theorem (3.1).

LEMMA (3.4) Let R be a Cohen-Macaulay local ring which contains Q
and let J be an ideal of R and fx,f2,...,freR. Suppose that ht(J)^α and
ht(J,/ 1 ,/ 2 , . . . ,/ r )^α + r—1/or some non-negative integer a. Then there exist
integers n2, n3,..., nr such that

ht(JJ1 + n2f29f2 + n3f39...9fr-1 + nrfr) ^ a + r - 1.

PROOF. Take a regular sequence gl9g29...9ga in J. Considering Rj{gu

g2,..., ga) instead of R, we may assume a = 0. We proceed the proof by induction
on r. If r = 1, then there is nothing to prove.

Assume r = 2, hence h t ( J , / 1 ? / 2 ) ^ l . It is sufficient to prove that for any
large n, fx + nf2 does not belong to any minimal prime ideal of R which contains
J. However it is clear from the following fact: If /x + nf2 ep for some integer
n and a minimal prime ideal p of R containing J, then fi + (n + m)f2<£p for any
m>0, since /2<£ p.

Next we assume r ^ 3 . Since ht(J J / 1 ,/ 2 , . . . ,/ Γ )^r—1, KrulΓs principal
ideal theorem shows that ht(/ ,/ 1 ,/ 2 , . . . 5 / r _ 1 )^r — 2. By the induction hypoth-
esis there are integers n2, n3,..., nΓ_! satisfyinght(J,/1 + n2/2,...,/ r_2 + nl._1/Γ_1)
^ r —2. If we denote J' = (J,fι + n2f2,...,fr-2 + nr_ίfr-ί), then we have
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' ) ^ r - 2 and ht(J',fr-ufr)^r-l. Hence by the case r = 2, there exists
an integer nr such that ht (J\ /,._! + nrfr)^ r-1.

PROOF of THEOREM (3.1) We should first notice that Rjl satisfies (Rn) if and
only if R/lR satisfies (Rn) for any ideal /, for R is excellent. Therefore we may
assume that R is a complete regular local ring, thus we may denote R = k[[Xί9

X2 >'" > XmΏ where k is a field. By Corollary (2.4) the condition (Rn) requires
the inequality: ht(JΓ(/1,/2,...,/r))^>n + 2. And Lemma (2.3) shows that
ht(Jr(/i,/2,...,/r),/i,/2v..>/r)^w + r + l . Now applying the previous lemma,
we know the existence of integers n2, n3,..., nr such that

ht(J r(/1 ?/2,...,/ r),/i + "2/2>...,/r-i + nrfr) ^n + r+1.

If we denote gi=:fi + ni+ίfi+ί ( l ^ i ^ r — 1) and gr=fr, then it is clear that Jr-t

(0i, 92>'~>9r-x):=>JA9ug2>";gr) = JλfiJ2>- Jr) Hence we have

^ ! , 02,..., ^ . 0 , flfi, 02,..., 0r-i) ^ n + r + 1.

This shows that Rl(gί9 02> > 0 r -i) satisfies CRn+1) by Lemma (2.3).
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